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Surgeon general of the Navy visits AASU Check Inside 
Crime blotter 
New chief takes the reins of AASU police 
Willcox plans to utilize campus community 
By Stuart Grosse 
Staff Reporter 
Change is everywhere here 
at AASU, from the relatively 
new Pirate cards to the Mas­
quers' renovated home in 
Jenkins Hall and the begin­
ning of construction of the 
student union. 
Change has also come to 
the Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) Universi­
ty Police Department (UPD). 
Wayne Willcox is the new 
chief, and be sure to spell his 
name with two L's. . 
"My father told me he 
spent six years in the Army, 
fighting for those two Ls, 
Willcox said. 
The 'bar fight' standard 
Originally from Piqua, 
Ohio, Willcox began his po­
lice career in 1972 at the 
Piqua Police Department 
(PPD), where he stayed for 
36 years. 
In that time, he's seen 
many changes in how police 
departments operate. 
"When I started, you were 
measured by your ability to 
break up a bar fight. We'd 
respond to the call and my 
lieutenant would stand out­
side and see how I did ... the 
rulebook had only one rule, 
'Do what your lieutenant tells 
you,'" Willcox explained. 
In 1990, Willcox visited 
Savannah for a conference 
while working with the PPD's 
accreditation effort. It was 
his first time in the city and 
he said he fell in love with it. 
In 1992, he returned to Sa­
vannah on vacation with his 
wife, Randi, and continued 
doing so for years after. 
"You have a lot of old hous­
es, and history here. My wife 
loves old houses. Also, people 
are more personable here. In 
Ohio, you're on your own." 
For the next 13 years, Will­
cox worked his way up the 
ladder in the PPD until he 
became chief in 2005. One of 
his first acts as chief was to 
institute several policies for 
neighborhood improvement. 
His belief was that ensur­
ing public safety began with 
dealing with the conditions 
that set crime in motion. 
"Police officers are trained 
to' handle any situation 
quickly. These skills can be 
used to make the community 
better." 
New challenges 
In October of last year Will­
cox was in Savannah shortly 
after the chief position with 
the UPD became available. 
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UPD police chief Wayne Willcox says he sees 
opportunities and resources at AASU. . 
By Brad Curran 
Staff Reporter 
Photo by Elizabeth Rusiecki 
Surgeon General Of the Navy, Vice Admiral Adam M. R obinson Jr., 
addresses the crowd with an encouraging message about how "No 





By Jeremy McAbee 
Staff Reporter 
Surgeon General of the 
Navy Vice Adm. Adam Rob­
inson came to Armstrong 
Atlantic State University 
(AASU) during his March 3 
visit to Savannah to speak 
with students and answer 
questions. 
Robinson had spent the 
morning on another local 
campus, meeting with the 
Savannah State University 
(SSU) Midshipman Compa­
ny, but came to AASU to give 
a talk on careers in the health 
industiy. 
Although there were re­
cruiters at the door of the 
University Hall room giving 
out water bottles, pamphlets 
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and pens as well as answering 
questions, Robinson wasn't 
focused on enlistment. While 
he emphasized the impor­
tance of service in his speech, 
he made it clear that the mil­
itary is not the only way to 
serve one's country. 
After an introduction from 
Capt. Kent Flowers, who 
commands the SSU Navy 
ROTC program, Robinson 
spoke to students briefly 
about his background and 
the beginning of his career in 
the Navy. 
"I joined the Navy strictly 
to pay my way through medi­
cal school," he said. 
"I had no intention of serv­
ing over four years." 
Robinson got his medical 
degree from the Indiana Uni­
versity School of Medicine 
and a master's degree in busi­
ness administration from the 
University of South Florida. 
He has also received many 
personal decorations, includ­
ing the Distinguished Service 
Medal and Navy Commenda­
tion Medal. 
Robinson said it wasn't 
until he completed medical 
school and received his first 
assignment as a ship surgeon 
that he truly appreciated his 
military service. 
"I didn't want to have any­
thing to do with a ship. But 
once I got there, it became 
about taking care of the peo­
ple on the ship with me, be­
cause they took care of me," 
he said. 
Pirates sweep Senior Day 
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Homecoming is back 
At the weekly meeting of 
the Student Government As­
sociation (SGA), Dr. Vicki 
McNeil, vice president of 
student affairs, took the SGA 
through the details of the 
new student housing units 
that are currently in the pre­
paratory stages. 
McNeil explained that cur­
rent campus housing offers 
856 rooms for students liv­
ing on campus and that the 
new housing complex will 
add another 569 rooms to 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University's (AASU) campus 
housing capacity. Of that 
number, 552 will be reserved 
for AASU students, and the 
remaining 17 rooms will be 
people working directly with 
the housing department, 
such as resident directors, 
McNeil said. 
McNeil reiterated that the 
new housing complex is to be 
located near Compass Point 
and construction is tentative­
ly scheduled to start at, the 
end of June and to be com­
pleted in August 2010. They 
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Armstrong Atlantic State University's 
(AASU) Homecoming from Feb. 24 to 
March 1 involved a week of events in­
cluding a carnival with numerous free 
games and prizes (pictured above 
and below, left), and a tailgate party 
(top, right) before AASU Pirates and 
Lady Pirates won the Homecoming 
basketball games against the Lander 
University Bearcats (bottom, right). 
Photds top left, bottom left by Elizabeth Rusiecki 
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They are hoping to draw 
in roughly 200 incoming 
freshmen with the addi­
tional housing. College 
students who begin their 
college careers living in 
campus housing are more 
likely to graduate at the 
university they attend, 
McNeil said. 
Other business included 
an extension of the Pirate 
Pride video deadline, with 
voting to take place on 
Friday, March 6 through 
Monday, March 9. Also, a 
reminder was put out that 
voting for the upcoming 
SGA election is set to take 
place from 9 a.m. on Tues­
day, March 10 through 12 
p.m. on Thursday, March 
12. 
Treasurer Anna Mach 
announced that the SGA's 
budget currently stands at 
$4,189.09. 
March 5: AASU Career Fair 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. AASU Student Recreation Center 
March 9: SGA meeting 12 p.m. Solms 110 
March 11: HOLA Lunch and Learn 12 p.m. 1:15 p.m. Solms 108 
Designated free speech area moved temporarily 
Relocation necessitated by Student Union construction 
By Joseph Prouse 
Staff Reporter 
Due to the construction 
of the new Student Union 
building next to the Memo­
rial College Center (MCC), 
Director of Student Activities 
Al Harris and Vice President 
Vicki McNeil moved the free 
speech area last fall from the 
lawn neighboring the MCC to 
the patio off of the east side 
of University Hall. 
"I suggested that we move 
it to the University Plaza area 
in that it was an easily de­
fined area that's also a high 
traffic area," Harris said via 
e-mail. 
It has not yet been de­
termined if the area will be 
moved again. 
"The relocation of the free 
speech area will be consid­
ered prior to the completion 
and, if relocated to the Stu­
dent Union's east side plaza, 
[it will be] relocated with the 
building's opening," Harris 
said. 
The first decision to relo­
cate the free speech area was 
made in the summer of 2008, 
ending an occupation of the 
lawn outside of the MCC that 
goes as far back as the 1970s. 
McNeil said that there are 
many universities across the 
United States that have free 
speech areas designated on 
their campuses. 
"The use of the area is for 
speaking, demonstrating and 
other forms of expression. 
The area- allows an equal op­
portunity for all persons, pro­
tects and preserves univer­
sity property, and provides a 
secure environment to indi­
viduals exercising freedom of 
expression," McNeil said via 
e-mail. 
"We ask those wishing to 
use the free expression area 
to contact the office of stu­
dent activities to best accom­
modate all interested users," 
she added. 
Young Americans for Liber­
ty (YAL) used the free speech 
area for their "Real Change 
Requires R3voluion." 
"For the YAL event, I drew 
a side-by-side comparison of 
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With 37 years of experi­
ence in law enforcement, he 
felt he was capable of doing 
the job. 
"I was just in the right place 
at the right time. It was my 
dream to live in Savannah." 
The changeover, however, 
was a bit of a culture shock. 
"Piqua is a traditional town 
with traditional problems. 
How many bars do you have 
on campus? How many in­
dustrial plants? There are 
a different set of challenges 
with a university. 
"The facility here is a little 
small. We have to cram a lot 
into a little space. As the uni­
versity has grown, the police 
functions the department is 
Bush and Obama, showing 
how similar the two were on 
their record," said one of the 
YAL e vent organizers, Gabe 
Aquino. 
Though many groups have 
used the free speech area, 
some, such as Amnesty In­
ternational, use other areas 
as well. On Feb. 12, they used 
the quad in the middle of 
campus for their "Red Hand 
Day" demonstration because 
they believed it to be an area 
of higher traffic, said group 
coordinator Courtney Long. 
"Most of the users [of the 
free speech area] have been 
religious organizations. Oth­
ers have included the Sand 
Gnats, (free ticket distribu­
tion), an Obama campaign 
group, a pro life organization, 
Amnesty International and a 
group protesting Senator Zell 
Miller's appearance on cam­
pus ... some of these are rec­
ognized organizations who 
could have used other areas 
but preferred the high traffic 
of the free speech area," Har­
ris said in the sahie message. 
Campus Life 
Voices on Campus 
Freedom of speech 
Reported In Carmen Singleton 
Staff Reporter 
In the US, freedom of speech is an important right that peo­
ple exercise every day. from newspapers to blog posts to sim­
ply speaking their minds; the right is protected by the irst 
Amendment of the United States Constitution. On many col­
lege campuses, free speech activities (think protests or politi-
cally rallies) are only allowed to go on in certain designated 
areas. , , . 
This week students were asked. "Should there be a desig­
nated free speech area on campus?' 
responsible have grown. But 
we're still in the same facil­
ity ... my biggest difficulty is 
budgeting. The economy is 
forcing budget cuts, and the 
budgeting procedures here 
are completely different from 
what I dealt with in Piqua." 
Besides money woes, Will-
cox also had to face inclem­
ent weather. 
"I came down in January. 
In Ohio there was 15 inches 
of snow the night before I was 
supposed to come down. It 
was lucky I planned on com­
ing down three days early or 
I would have missed my first 
day of work," he joked. 
Willcox sees valuable re­
sources and opportunities 
here at AASU. 
"I have tools here. There's a 
great CIS [Computer & Infor­
mation Services] department 
here. In Piqua I couldn't call 
someone if my computer had 
a problem; I had to figure it 
out myself. We have partners 
in the criminal justice and 
cyber security programs here 
and a ton of resources that a 
small town doesn't have." 
AASU's community 
Working closely with the 
university and the various 
groups on campus is the cor­
nerstone of Willcox's plans 
for the future. 
"I want to have a positive 
relationship with the media. I 
plan to streamline issues with 
making records public. In the 
future, I hope to implement a 
daily briefing report that can 
be faxed or e-mailed to those 
media outlets that want it. 
"Going forward, you're go­
ing to see more police offi­
cers walking around campus, 
getting to know people, and 
getting involved in the com­
munity." 
So far, Willcox sees his 
plans of working with the 
campus community as mak­
ing progress. 
"I'm surprised how helpful 
everyone's been. Everyone's 
been so nice. I've had people 
call me up just to welcome 
me. People from every seg­
ment of the Armstrong com­
munity have reached out, 
asking if there's anything 
they can do to help out." 
"Free speech is a given in the 
Constitution, So money should not 
be wasted 011 a place that's already 
guaranteed." 
- Courtney Love, biology, 
freshman 
"1 don't think so. i think the entire campus 
should be a free speech area. So no. there 
should not be a designated area." 
- Christopher Holland, computer science, 
freshman 
"No, I think the entire campus 
should have free speech." 
- Duncan Moran, undeclared, 
freshman 
"No, because you should be able to 
have free speech anywhere. And if it 
is in a designated area, free speech 
would only be in one place." 
- Hunter Hall, history, 
freshman 
"Free speech is a r ight, and therefore, 
should occur anywhere on campus." 
- K aye Archer, applied physics/math, 
junior 
guaranteed to everyone." 
- Trevor Rowlinson, psychology, 
sophomore 
Crime Blotter 
UPD arrests armed suspect after car chase 
Compiled by Stuart Grosse 
Staff Reporter 
Officer Thomas Gorman of 
the University Police Depart­
ment (UPD) spotted a white 
'94 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 
which matched the descrip­
tion of a vehicle that had 
been recently stolen, at the 
Chu's convenience store on 
the corner of Mohawk Street 
and Middleground Road at 
6:25 a.m. on Feb. 24. Accord­
ing to UPD, when he turned 
to investigate the car a dark 
colored truck pulled out of 
the parking lot, while a third 
vehicle attempted to block 
the path of the officer's car. 
All three vehicles then at­
tempted to flee the scene. 
The truck turned south on 
Abercorn, while the other two 
Check online 
vehicles turned north. Gor­
man continued pursuit of the 
two vehicles . The driver of the 
white Oldsmobile swerved 
across all three southbound 
lanes of Abercorn three times 
before losing control of his 
vehicle and skidding across 
the northbound lanes and 
striking the curb. 
The car rolled onto its roof, 
and the driver got out, head­
ing back across traffic, and 
crossing into the Armstrong 
campus. Gorman elected to 
break off pursuit of the other 
vehicle and chased the driver 
of the Oldsmobile with back­
up from UPD Sgt. Salvador 
Ortega. They chased the sus­
pect down after a brief foot 
pursuit. 
The officers reported that 
the suspect twice tried to 
reach for something in his 
pocket and a search later re­
vealed a semi-automatic pis­
tol in his pocket. Savannah-
Chatham Metro Police were 
called to take an accident 
report regarding the damage 
to Gorman's vehicle, and the 
suspect was arrested on sev­
eral charges, including pos­
session of a firearm during 
the commission of a crime. 
UPD was called to the 
Compass Point parking lot 
in response to an Entering 
Auto complaint. The victim 
reportedly parked his red '96 
Ford Explorer in the Com­
pass Point lot between the 
1000 and 5000 buildings at 
10:30 p.m. on Feb. 22. When 
he returned to his car at 
10:00 a.m. the following day, 
the victim noticed that his 
car stereo was missing. There 
was no evidence of forced en­
try to the vehicle. The stolen 
stereo equipment included a 
Jensen VM9412 Multimedia 
unit with a 7" LCD moni­
tor, two 15" Kicker speakers, 
and a Sony amp. The speak­
ers and amp were set in a 
4o"xi2" box. Total value of 
the stereo system was report­
ed to be $1,039.90. 
A woman reported to UPD 
that between Dec. 23, 2008 
and Jan. 24, she had received 
a series of harassing phone 
calls and voicemails from her 
mother. The offender had 
reportedly been diagnosed 
as bipolar with schizophre­
nia. The victim had saved 23 
messages as proof of the ha­
rassment. The offender had 
been released from Focus by 
the Sea (a mental health pro­
gram) on Jan. 15. 
Ortega's involvement on campus isn't just with the UPD. Search 
theinkwellonline.com for"officer studies"to find out more. 
Six by Six 
Exercising your First 
Amendment rights 
Freedom of speech, freedom of religion and freedom of 
the press all are part of the First Amendment rights protect­
ed by in the Constitution. This week students were asked, 
"How do you exercise your first amendment rights?" Here 
are their opinions in six words. 
"I exercise them by 
protecting them." 
- Heather Savage, 
criminal justice, 
junior 
"I share my Christianity with 
others." 
Erin Meals, pre-veterinarian, 
junior 
"Being able to practice 
my religion.'' 
- Brittany House, biology, 
freshman 
"Voicing my opinions on 
important issues." 
-Tiffany Leeks, cardio-vascuiar 
interventional science, 
junior 
"By any means necessary, 
Malcolm X" 
- Eric Evans, computer science, 
junior 
"I speak freely about 
my thoughts." 
- Jase Register, criminal 
justice, junior 
We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word 
suggestions for next week's topic: 
What is your ideal spring break? 
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your 
name, year in school and major. Please limit yourself to one submission per topic. 
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EDITORIALS 
& OPINIONS 
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be 
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu. 
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper. 
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling. 
Nothing stays the same 
This campus is rife with 
transitions and interims: 
the designated free speech 
area (interim), foot and ve­
hicular traffic through the 
heart of campus (interim for 
your feet, transition for your 
wheels), outgoing athletic di­
rector and president of the 
university froth in transi­
tion). 
The university's mindset 
and the depth and breadth 
of the campus life available 
to Pirates are in transition as 
the campus expands from its 
part-time commuter college 
roots-to include more on-site 
housing for full-time, four-
year degree seekers. 
It's a positive move for 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) because 
of more than just the fis­
cal benefits of concentrated 
housing-related income in 
the face of a swaying, stag­
gering economy. 
It's a positive because com­
munity building has been go­
ing on face-to-face for a few 
centuries longer than it's 
been happening on Face-
book. 
While far from a scientific 
poll or anything beyond the 
basest of qualitative research, 
the "Campus Life" section of 
The Inkwell has provided 
microcosmic glimpses of this 
transition over the past few 
weeks, most notably the Feb. 
19 edition. 
That week's questions were 
SGA-election-centric, and 
most respondents were ac­
tually excited to - or at least 
intended to - vote in the 
upcoming elections. When 
asked what their six-word 
platform would be if run­
ning for election themselves, 
•ESS#**® m* 
getting students involved on 
campus and helping students 
on campus were repeated 
themes. 
There is the irony that the 
AASU SGA has positions 
for 28 senators, and only 22 
people are actually running, 
but at least the recognition of 
the need for student involve­
ment is on the tips of tongues 
and tops of minds. 
Even our new police chief 
(transition) understands the 
importance of getting in­
volved on campus and prom­
ised more officers on foot 
and with their hands on and 
eyes open. 
AASU's is a community in 
transition; it's weathering 
changes that won't always be 
and haven't been ideal, espe­
cially when it comes to stu­
dent voices. 
Yes, The Inkwell had its 
now-resolved clash over a 
funding decrease that would 
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The Statesboro Herald 
have greatly reduced its ca­
pabilities for coverage and 
representation of said com­
munity. 
But the issue was settled, 
and the paper's focus re­
turned to covering and repre­
senting on an award-winning 
level. 
And yes, the designated 
free speech area being moved 
to a portion of campus that 
many students will only see 
for one or two semesters of 
their schooling is a sacrifice 
to the gods of growth. 
But, so long as the area is 
returned to a prominent lo­
cation such as between MCC 
and the Student Union as has 
been suggested by the ad­
ministration, it is a reason­
able one. 
And there has been the 
proliferation of misinforma­
tion and student frustration 
in the face of financial aid is­
sues. 
1 
Photo by Elizabeth Rusiecki, graphic by Daniel Callaway 
So the Office of Financial 
Aid took action, brought in 
outside consulting and be­
came proactive with students, 
listening to their voices in 
focus groups and ostensibly 
working towards resolution. 
Fees have materialized, 
mergers have been threat­
ened, and voices on all sides 
have struggled to be heard. 
But at least they're speak­
ing. 
The potential for personal 
involvement is put into per­
spective by the opportunities 
afforded by official student 
activity groups whose exis­
tence is tied to other students 
who have gotten involved: 
the Finance Committee. 
These sophomores, juniors 
and seniors - students, we 
repeat - hold considerable 
sway over nigh $600 thou­
sand worth of events, expe­
riences and what ultimately 
boils down to being campus 
Letter to the editor 
Self-fulfilling prophecy 
in treating races differently 
In last week's opinion ar­
ticle, "State senator's plan 
dismisses state of race rela­
tions today," there was a nas­
ty little passage that I think 
deserves to be repeatedly and 
ruthlessly refuted. 
The article's apparently 
anonymous author stated 
that as "a nation, we have 
come far in the last few de­
cades toward equal rights 
for all. Some erroneously be­
lieve that the way to ensure 
equality is to treat all races 
as if they are the same." To 
decipher this comment, we 
would be wise to polish up on 
our Orwell and relearn the 
definition of doublespeak. 
I largely agreed with the 
article, as I have friends at 
Savannah State and, judg­
ing by their reports of aca­
demic quality, I do not wish 
to see the pirate and the ti­
ger merge, but the cerebrally 
void idea that the best way 
to achieve equality is to treat 
different races differently is 
cockeyed at best. 
Martin Luther King's dream 
is not today fulfilled, but it is 
not only because of explicit 
' white racism, but moreso be­
cause of the implicit idea that 
still hangs over the heads 
of blacks and pasty liberals 
alike: that blacks, if treated 
equally, will not succeed. 
According to this line of ar­
gument, blacks need special 
treatment because they are 
in a special class of histori­
cally mistreated peoples. The 
underlying concept, however, 
is that black Americans today 
are too weak-willed, too lazy, 
a section editor, to the patio 
off of University Hall, to the 
SGA or to HOLA or wherever 
you want to contribute to the 
conversation. 
In all of this transition 
there's always the chance 
you could make a permanent 
mark. 
life. 
Students on the Campus 
Union Board work to bring 
in entertainers, from Rus­
sian singer-songwriters to 
high-speed caricaturists, to 
get people talking, laughing, 
interacting and maybe build­
ing, becoming a little more 
involved along the way. 
The 16 student activ­
ity groups don't include the 
over 70 additional clubs and 
student groups, from the 
Writing Club to the Rugby 
Club, which put students in 
real life places to do real life 
things and build real life re­
lationships beyond majors 
and minors and convenient 
cafeteria encounters. 
AASU - the community 
- is under construction. It's 
becoming something newer, 
bigger and hopefully better. 
At best if you're hopeful and 
at worst if you're concerned, 
find your way to a pen and 
dig. 
U 
or too feeble-minded to make 
it without the help of the gov­
ernment. 
I do not believe that blacks 
need special treatment to 
succeed, and I do not think 
most Americans think it, but 
as long as they profess to be­
lieve it with statements like 
the anonymous author made, 
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SPORTS 
The Inkwell 
March 5: Baseball vs. Findlay in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 2:00 p.m. 
Men's tennis vs. Kutztown 2:00 p.m. 
Women's basketball vs. Lander at PBC tournament 3:00 p.m. 
Women's tennis exhibition match vs. Hillsborough County CC 4:00 p.m. 
March 6: Baseball vs. Kutztown in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 2:00 p.m. 
Women's tennis vs. UNO Pembroke 2:00 p.m. 
Men's basketball vs. Francis Marion 5:00 p.m. 
March 7: Softball vs. Kutztown 11:00 a.m., 1:00 pm. 
' Baseball vs. California Pa. in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 11:00 a.m. 
March 8: Men's and women's tennis 1:00 p.m. 
Week of March 5,2009 
March 9: Softball vs. Golumbus State 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. 
Baseball vs. West Liberty State in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 2:00 p.m. 
Women's golf at Dana Rader Intercollegiate 
Men's golf at and hosted by Butler University 
March 10: Baseball vs. Wayne State (Neb.) in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 2:00 p.m. 
Women's golf at Dana Rader Intercollegiate 
Men's golf at and hosted by Butler University 
March 11: Baseball vs. Concord in the 2009 Savannah Invitational 2:00 p.m. 
Pirates take final home game 
Seniors celebrate with an 81-67 win It 
By Luke Armstrong 
Sports Editor 
sports.inkwell@gmail.com 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) finished 
off their regular season at 
home against the Lander 
University Bearcats on Feb. 
28. 
The event marked not only 
the end of Homecoming 
week at AASU — it w as also 
Senior Day, a time for the 
senior players to reflect on 
their basketball careers with 
one last home game. 
Coach Jeff Burkhamer 
started all five of his seniors 
in recognition of the occa­
sion. 
Parker Hayden, who came 
in off the bench for the Pirates 
for the majority of his senior 
year, scored the game's first 
basket. 
The game may have started 
in AASU's favor, but Lander 
didn't stop fighting back, and 
through most of the first half 
the Bearcats hung right with 
the Pirates in scoring. 
AASU finally started to pull 
away from Lander with about 
five minutes to go in the first 
half when they went oq a 10-2 
run from the field that Keron 
McKenzie capped off with a 
3-pointer to give the Pirates 
a 32-21 halftime margin. 
The second half looked like 
the Pirates were going to turn 
the game into a rout as Brian 
Moultrie slashed through the 
Bearcat defense for a beauti­
ful layup to put his team up 
by 14, 44-30, with only five 
minutes removed from the 
second. 
Not be outdone, Calvin 
Wilson put up a play for the 
highlight reel when he made 
a behind the back alley-oop 
dunk off the inbound pass by 
Gabriel Robinson. 
However, once again 
Lander rallied, and with 8:30 
to go in the game Kevin Kelly 
knocked down a three to pull 
them within one at 56-55. 
Unfortunately for the 
Bearcats, that was as close as 
they were going to get for the 
rest of the game, and AASU 
stretched its lead back into 
the double digits. 
By the end of the game the 
Pirates had another 14-point 
lead with a final score of 81-
67. 
The day may have been 
for the seniors, but junior 
Dwight Tolbert had an amaz­
ing day, scoring a career-
high 29 points to lead all 
scorers. He also notched 10 
rebounds, three assists, three 
steals, two blocks and was a 
perfect 13-13 from the free 
throw line for the Pirates. 
After the game all the se­
niors (T.T. Hall,. Hayden, 
Uriah Hethington, Moultrie 
and Wilson) were joined by 
family and friends to watch 
a highlight reel of their final 
season at AASU, and they 
thanked everyone for the 
good memories that their 
time here has provided. 
"It felt good to give the 
seniors a good last time on 
their home court," Burkham­
er said. 
The win places AASU at 
22-5 on the season, and go­
ing into the Peach Belt Con­
ference Tournament the Pi­
rates are the No. 3 seed and 
set to play against No. 6 seed 
Francis Marion University. 
These two teams will play 
each other on Friday March 
6, at 4:30 p.m. in Aiken, S.C. 
AASU split against Francis 
Marion during the regular 
season; the road teams won 
each game. 
. . .  
Senior Uriah Hethington fires up the home crowd and teammates 
alike with his monstrous dunk in the final home game of his col­
lege career against Lander on Feb. 28. 
Pirate Sports Trivia 




1.) When was the last time that AASU baseball was 
ranked No. 1 in the end of the season rankings? 
2.) What is the Pirates' record for grand slams hit in a 5 
single inning? ' 
3.) What is the largest margin of victory for an AASU 
baseball team in the school's history? 
4.) Who pitched the last no-hitter for Pirate baseball? | 
5.) When was the last time that AASU won the PBC 
tournament? •••••••a 
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Coach Joe Roberts has the most wins among active 
coacjxes in NCAA Division H with a record of 1157-555 and 
is second all-time behind Tommy Thomas, who went 1308-
825 in his 40 years at VaWosthjStfite. 
AASU dominates Lander on Senior Day ^ 
Lady Pirates set up postseason rematch 
into by Hank Sharpc 
Junior Dartayvia Thomas goes up for the layup off the fast break 
in the Lady Pirates' last home game of the season against Lander 
on Feb. 28. 
By Andrew Manning 
Staff Reporter 
The Armstrong Atlantic 
State University (AASU) 
women's basketball team fin­
ished up the 2008-2009 reg­
ular season on Feb. 28 with 
a win over Lander to help 
cap off Homecoming week 
and also a very special Senior 
Day. 
Before the game started, 
seniors Ashley Duhart, Lind-
sey Holmes, Kelly Versluis 
and Lacey Willis were recog­
nized for their great tenures 
at AASU as part of Lady Pi­
rate's basketball. 
It was only fitting on Home­
coming and Senior Day that 
these four seniors combined 
to score 55 of the team's 71 
points. 
Willis dropped 22 points, 
adding 11 rebounds and 6 as­
sists. Versluis contributed by 
getting her first double-dou­
ble of the year with 12 points 
and 11 rebounds. Durhart hit 
three 3-pointers and scored 
13 points. Holmes did her 
part by putting up eight 
points on the night. 
Both the Lady Pirates and 
Lady Bearcats had a tremen­
dous first half, exchanging 
the lead numerous times and 
going on alternating runs. 
AASU started out down by 
three, but turned it around to 
make a 10-0 run for a 10-3 
lead. 
The Bearcats countered 
with a 17-0 run for a 20-10 
lead. 
After calling some vital 
timeouts, AASU put up a 
19-7 run for a two point lead 
at 29-27. 
Lander took a narrow four-
point lead into the half, 36-
32. 
The Lady Pirates made ad­
justments during halftime 
that appeared to pan out. 
They shot a whopping 63.6 
percent from the floor, hit­
ting i4-of-22 shots including 
four 3-point shots. 
AASU was determined not 
to give the Bearcats back 
the lead. The Lady Pirates 
scratched their way to yet 
another victory with a final 
score of 71-64. 
The Lady Pirates closed 
out the regular season on a 
high note at home and have a 
:  J  1 1 
great deal of momentum go-1 
ing into the Peach Belt Con-; 
ference (PBC) tournament. 
The Lady Pirates ended up; 
with a record of 17-10 overall; 
and 12-8 in the PBC, while! 
Lander ended their season! 
with the exact same record. ! 
Their record is good enough! 
to give the Lady Pirates the! 
No. 4 seed and an opening! 
round bye going into the PBC 
tournament. 
Lander is set to be their 
opponent, coming into the 
tournament as the No. 5 
seed. They are scheduled toj 
play one another on Thurs­
day, March 4, at 3 p.m. in Ai­
ken, S.C. 
Photos by Hank Sharpe 
Before playing Lander on Feb. 28, the Lady Pirate seniors and their families celebrate Senior Day. 
Seniors in photo from left to right: Lacey Willis, Ashley Duhart, Lindsey Holmes and Kelly Versluis. 
After the big win in t heir last home game versus Lander on Feb. 28 the AASU m en's basketball 
seniors pose with their coaches. Players from left to right: T.T. H all/Brian Moultrie, Uriah Hethington, 
Calvin Wilson and Parker Hayden. 
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Nothing says 'welcome home' like wins 
AASU Softball takes two from Lander 
Photo by Margaret Davis 
Ba'",ie JemP|es drew the leadoff walk in the eigth, 
en on a single by Stephanie Mattes got to third before being 
ariven in on the game winning hit by Nicole Huddleston against 
Lander on Feb. 28. 
By Luke Armstrong 
Sports Editor 
sports.inkwell@gmail.com 
After being on the road since 
the opening of the season on 
Feb. 6, Armstrong Atlantic 
State University (AASU) soft-
ball returned home to host 
Lander University. 
The Feb. 25 match-up was 
also the first action of the sea­
son in the Peach Belt Confer­
ence (PBC) for either team. 
For the Pirates the home­
coming was definitely a joy­
ous occasion as they took two 
games from the Bearcats. 
The two games had some­
thing for every softball fan; 
there was an extra innings af­
fair, an ll-run blowout and a 
no-hitter, the last two actual­
ly coming in the same game. 
Game one started out rocky 
for the Pirates as pitcher Sam 
Floyd gave up a walk to the 
first batter she faced, Sara 
Senn. Floyd allowed three 
hits and a run in the first. 
The one run looked like it 
was going to be enough for 
Lander to pull out the win 
as starting pitcher Hayley 
Leissner was seemingly un­
touchable. 
Leissner pitched a fantas­
tic game and didn't allow a 
base runner until the fourth 
inning. 
Facing a one-run deficit 
going into the bottom of the 
seventh, the Pirates seemed 
finished, but with two outs 
and one runner on Ashley 
Bain smacked a ball through 
the legs of the Lander third 
baseman to drive in a run. 
In the bottom of the first 
and only extra inning with 
the score tied at one, AASU 
had runners on second and 
third with two outs when Ni­
cole Huddleston hit a shot to 
deep left field that drove in 
the game winning run for a 
2-1 Pirate eighth-inning vic­
tory. 
The momentum of the 
late come-from-behind win 
seemed to carry over to game 
two for AASU. 
The Pirates teed off on 
Bearcat starting pitcher Bai­
lee Lee, who only pitched one 
third of an inning and gave 
up three runs on four hits and 
a walk. One of the hits was a 
two-run first-pitch homerun 
by Floyd. 
Not to be outdone, Bain hit 
a two-run homer of her own 
as part of the three-run third 
inning. 
To place the game com­
pletely out of the realm of 
possible comebacks AASU 
had a six-run inning in the 
fourth. 
It shouldn't be lost in the 
offensive blowout that fresh­
man pitcher Emily Headrick 
picked up the first no-hit 
shutout of her AASU career. 
The no-hitter is also the 
first in AASU softball since 
April 17, 2004, when Katya 
Eronina beat Francis Marion 
8-0. 
After the double header, 
Coach Ted Evans said, "This 
is the story of our year. When 
we play well we score a lot, 
but tight games we usually 
don't score enough." 
The two wins help the Pi­
rates improve to 10-4 overall 
and 2-0 in the PBC to con­
tinue their solid start to the 
season. ' 
Pirates take one out of three vs. Francis Marion 
John Roberts' RBI double gives Pirates 
7-6 win over No. 21 Francis Marion 
Photo by Hank Sharpe 
Sophomore Drew Carries hits an RBI s ingle during the 7-6 victory over the Francis Marion University 
Patriots on March 1. 
Pirates fall to the Patriots, 19-2 
By Matthew Hock 
Staff Reporter 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
University (AASU) was just 
coming off of being swept by 
another Peach Belt Confer­
ence (PBC) opponent, Geor­
gia College and State Univer­
sity, and were looking to turn 
their luck around on Feb. 
28's series opener against 
Francis Marion University 
(FMU). 
Unfortunately, the Patri­
ots were an offensive ma­
chine in the first game of a 
three-game series on AASU's 
Homecoming weekend. 
FMU hammered out 16 hits 
and scored 19 runs to take a 
19-2 victory against AASU. 
The Patriots' offensive dis­
play began immediately in 
the first inning when cen-
terfielder Alex Lee hit a solo 
home run to left center field. 
In the second inning the 
Patriots added five more 
runs; the inning was high­
lighted by shortstop, Barret 
Kleinknecht's bases-clearing 
double that drove in three. 
Pirates starting pitcher Jeff 
Chase settled down and only 
gave up one more run before 
he left after six innings of 
work. Chase sat the Patriots 
down in order for innings 
five and six. 
For the rest of the AASU 
pitching staff, with the excep­
tion of Sam Dotson, it wasn't 
a much better day than what 
Chase faced. 
Blake Culberson pitched 
one plus innings of work, 
Blake Sillis pitched one third 
of an inning, and Chris Base 
pitched two thirds of an in­
ning combining to allow 12 
runs. 
On a good note for AASU, 
Dotson closed the game fac­
ing the minimum number of 
batters in the ninth, giving up 
no runs and struck out one. 
Those 12 runs given u}> by 
three pitchers came in the 
eighth when the Patriots 
broke it wide open, sending 
16 batsmen to the plate in 
that inning alone; 
AASU's only runs scored 
came in the eighth and 
ninth innings on run-scor­
ing singles. 
Cory Thacker, who hit 
for Price, singled to left 
to drive in a run in the 
eighth. 
Kenny Cail, who was 
one-for-four on the day, 
managed to get a hit to 
right center field to drive 
in the run in the ninth. 
The Pirates only man­
aged to get five hits total, 
and no player got more 
than one hit in the game. 
Patriots starting pitcher 
David Walters was effec­
tive as he pitched seven 
shutout innings, allowing 
only one hit, a single to 
left field by Pirates' center 
fielder Michael Price in 
the third inning. 
With this defeat the Pi­
rates fell to 6-7 overall and 
0-4 in the PBC. The Patri-
• ot s' huge win helped them 
improve to 9-5-1 overall 
and 3-1 in PBC play. 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
Freshman John Roberts' 
two-out RBI double in the 
bottom of the seventh inning 
snapped a 6-all tie and gave 
the Armstrong Atlantic State 
University's (AASU) base­
ball squad a 7-6 Peach Belt 
Conference (PBC) victory 
over No. 21 Francis Marion 
University (FMU) on March 
2, salvaging a game of the 
three-game series with the 
Patriots. 
The Pirates (7-8, 1-5 PBC) 
halted a five-game winless 
streak with the victory. 
FMU (10-6-1,4-2 PBC) out-
hit AASU for a third straight 
game but committed three 
errors on the day, including 
one costly error in the second 
inning. 
Bryan Roby led off the 
second inning for AASU by 
reaching on 4 fielding error 
by Patriots third baseman 
Keon Graves. 
Starting pitcher Jeremiah 
Meiners retired the next two 
batters, but an RBI single by 
Michael Price drove in the 
first run. 
Josh Wilson followed with 
an RBI single and Juan Dora­
do knocked a two-RBI triple 
to center field. Alex Wyche's 
RBI single then capped the 
five-run frame, with all five 
runs unearned. 
FMU got on the board in 
the top of the fourth against 
AASU starter Thomas Gray 
as Jacob Wallace and Tay­
lor Norfleet hit back-to-back 
solo home runs to lead off the 
inning. 
The Pirates got a fun back 
in the bottom of the fifth on 
a suicide squeeze by Rob­
erts, scoring Roby, but FMU 
plated a run in the top of the 
sixth on an RBI groundout 
bj#Tyler Boyd. 
The Patriots came all the 
way back with three runs in 
the top of the seventh. Trent 
Knight led off the inning with 
a pinch hit home run, then 
Wallace singled home Bar­
rett Kleinknecht and Norfleet 
doubled in Wallace with the 
tying run, making the score 
6-6. 
In the bottom of the sev­
enth inning, Kenny Cail drew 
a leadoff walk from Patriot 
reliever Brandon Forshee. 
A one-out sacrifice by Drew 
Carnes moved Cail to second, 
and then Roberts lofted a 
double to right field, scoring 
Cail with the go-ahead run. 
Center fielder Michael 
Price made a pair of game-
saving plays in the eighth 
inning for the Pirates, rob­
bing Boyd of extra bases 
with a running catch against 
the fence, then throwing out 
Preston Shuey at the plate on 
a single by Colby Green when 
Shuey attempted to score 
from second. 
AASU reliever Ryan Smith 
(2-0) then worked a hitless 
ninth, capping three innings 
of relief work to pick up the 
win for the Pirates. 
Smith gave up five hits and 
two runs, striking out three, 
while Forshee (2-1) was sad­
dled with the loss for FMU, 
giving up one hit and one 
run in three innings pitched, 
walking two and striking out 
three. 
Wyche led the Pirates of­
fensively with a pair of hits, 
while Roberts finished his 
day i-for-3 with a pair of 
RBIs. Wallace led the Patri­
ots with a 3-for-5 day, scor­
ing three runs and driving in 
a pair. 
No. 29 Patriots continue hot hitting, 
storm Pirates, 14-4 
Lady Pirates shock No. 7 Francis Marion, 92-91, in overtime 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
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AASU trailed by six at half-
time, 40-34, and by as many 
as 13, 67-54, with just under 
five minutes remaining in the 
contest. 
The Lady Pirates, howev­
er, made their next six shots 
from the floor, the last a 
three-point basket by Portia 
Jones that brought AASU to 
within one point, 72-71, with 
25 seconds remaining. A 
quick foul sent FMU's Kevi-
na Ransom to the line, where 
she drained two free throws, 
putting the Patriots back up 
by three. 
Jones missed a layup, 
but the ball deflected out of 
bounds off of FMU, and on 
the ensuing inbounds, Ashley 
Duhart canned a 3-pointer 
with nine seconds left to tie 
the score at 74-all. Ransom 
ipissed a layup as regulation 
ended for the host Patriots. 
In the extra period, the Pi­
rates' hot shooting continued 
as they hit their first three 
shots from the floor and 
ended up hitting six-of-eight 
shots in overtime. A layup by 
Lauren Hall broke an 86-all 
tie with 47 seconds left, then 
another Hall layup after two 
missed free throws by Shana 
Franks put AASU up by four, 
90-86, with 20 seconds left. 
Lindsey Holmes made 
two free throws with nine 
seconds left to seal the vic­
tory as Ransom hit a three-
pointer at the buzzer to cut 
the deficit to *one, 92-91. 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
Mid-40 degree tempera­
tures and wind chills into 
the 30s did nothing to cool 
off the No. 29-ranked Fran­
cis Marion University (FMU) 
bats as the Patriots pounded 
out 19 hits in a 14-4 Peach 
Belt Conference (PBC) base­
ball victory over host Arm­
strong Atlantic State Univer­
sity (AASU) on March 1 at 
Pirate Field. 
The teams were supposed 
to play two games on- Sun­
day, but weather delayed the 
start of game one for two and 
a half hours, so the series 
was wrapped up with a sin­
gle game on March 1 at 1:30 
p.m. 
The win is the second over a 
nationally-ranked team for 
head coach Matt Schmidt and 
the Lady Pirates this season 
and the second over a team 
ranked No. 7 as. AASU de­
feated then-No. 7 USC Aiken, 
63-55, back on Dec. 6, 2008. 
AASU placed six players in 
double figures, led by Lacey 
Willis' 22 points and career-
high 17 rebounds. Dartayvia 
Thomas also added a double-
double with 17 points and 
11 rebounds, while Jones 
The Patriots (10-5-1, 4-1 
PBC) scored at least one run 
in innings two through seven, 
with a six-run seventh inning 
putting a cap on the win over 
the Pirates (6-8, 0-5 PBC). 
Barrett Kleinknecht had a 
second straight outstanding 
game for FMU, collecting a 
pair of doubles in a four-hit, 
four-RBI performance. 
Keon Graves went 3-for-5, 
including a towering three-
run homer to left field that 
capped the six-run seventh, 
while Colby Green added a 
three-hit day with two stolen 
bases. 
Erik Sommerville (2-1) was 
the beneficiary of the offen­
sive output as he picked up 
added 13 points off the 
bench, Holmes chipped in 
11 points, Duhart notched 
10 points and Hall added 
10 points off the bench. 
FMU was paced by Shan­
non Singleton-Bates' game-
high 23 points. Shana Franks 
added 16 points and five 
steals, while Creshenda Sin-
gletary and Dominique Pow­
ell each collected 14 points. 
The Pirates won despite 
committing 29 turnovers 
as the nation's top team in 
the win for FMU, allowing 10 
hits and four runs in seven 
innings of work, walking two 
and striking out two. 
AASU lefthander Cody 
Walden (2-1) dropped his 
first decision of the season 
after giving up 12 hits and 
seven runs in five innings 
pitched, walking four and 
striking out one. 
Senior Kenny Cail led the 
Pirates offensively with three 
hits and a pair of RBIs, while 
Josh Wilson, Juan Dorado 
and Drew Carnes each col­
lected two hits apiece. 
steals, FMU, collected 22 on 
the night. AASU did the job 
on the boards, outrebound-
ing the Patriots, 54-4P, and 
also converting on 23-of-34 
free throws, compared to just 
i2-of-i9 for the home squad. 
Presidential Candidates! 
mm 
John Victor Turner 
Amer has long been in­
volved with the SGA in a va-i 
riety of capacities. 
"I have successfully served 
in the SGA senate as a sena­
tor, where I worked diligently 
for the student body as chair 
of the student services com­
mittee improving the trans­
parency of the SGA. I have 
served on the finance com­
mittee, intercollegiate ath­
letics committee, and as the 
Campus Union Board [CUB] 
SGA representative and 
member of the visual and 
performing arts Committee." 
However, the extensive 
SGA and CUB l ists are not 
Amer's only on-campus in­
volvements. 
"I'm a member of the Arm­
strong Honors Program, Tri-
Beta Biological Honors Soci­
ety, Treasurer of the Biology 
Club and a Biology Tutor." 
If elected, Amer promises 
to "unite student organiza­
tions by further exploiting 
the Organizational Presi­
dents Committee meetings 
and encouraging teamwork 
between all the organizations 
to improve turn out to cam­
pus events, increase expo­
sure and participation within 




school spirit. I also plan torn 
lessen Armstrong's impact 
on the environment and 
lessen Armstrong's energy 
bills by moving forward with 
recycling and energy saving 
measures." 
Amer feels that it is this 
commitment to improving* 
campus life that makes him 
well suited to serve as presi­
dent of the SGA. 
"I have dedicated myself 
to the service of the student 
body and the betterment of 
Armstrong Atlantic and have 
the experience to make real 
change efficiently and that's 
why I'm qualified for your 
vote and presidency." 
Vice-Presidential Candidates 
Britney Wynn ZachTroughton 
Secretarial Candidates 
~K.ODinson nas Deen a long-time 
participant of the SGA through a 
number of committees. 
"I serve on the Finance Com­
mittee by assisting in approving 
the yearly budget, the Student 
Activities Committee, the board 
•that approves new student or­
ganizations on campus, and the 
Community Service Committee, 
which includes the American 
!Red Cross Blood drives on eam-
ipus and the Go Green project." 
Robinson also participates in 
other on-campus activities. 
"I am a member of Armstrong 
Atlantic Ambassador. We con-| 
duct tours, answer prospective 
student's questions and con-j 
Icerns. I am also a member of the 
Armstrong Association of Nurs-j 
ing Students, Omicron Delta 
; Kappa Leadership Honor Soci­
ety, and a Admission/ Recruit-
•ment student worker, where 
•assist in answering admissior 
•calls and inserting prospective 
Istudent data into appropriate 
^databases." 
[ If Robinson wins the post, she 
;feels she can handle the respon-j 
;sibilities and govern effectively 
•by bringing in more student in-| 
volvement. 
"I promise to fulfill all the 
duties of the office of secretar 
Larissa Robinson 
rith true professionalism and 
iedication. I plan to do this by 
getting minutes out to the sena-| 
tors in an efficient manner and 
iisplaying those minutes, along 
vith committee reports on Arm-| 
strong's SGA website. I will not] 
[just be a note-taker; I will be an 
active executive board member.l 
would also like to implement 
bi-weekly mass e-mailing ini-| 
iative to all students to further 
show our SGA at work. This is 
. way to create more awareness 
af what our particular duties are 
and who students should go to 
|for various concerns." 
Robinson's stated goal is "to 
allow the student body to knov 
vhat's actually going on during 
our student government meet-j 
|ings. I also would like to dis-j 
play that our SGA members are 
vorking hard to support and 
adhere to student concerns and 
questions." 
If Maxwell win s the po­
sition, it would be her first 
SGA post, but she is a CUB 
member. 
"I am in CUB and helped' 
on the Celebrate Arm- | 
strong Committee." 
Maxwell is also a gradu­
ate of the Emerging Lead­
ers Program. 
Maxwell feels she can] 
bring an improvement 
to student government 
through working "hand 
in hand with each elected 
[executive officer to ensur 
[accurate reporting of you 
[student government in ac-| 
Ition." 
"Armstrong is not thi 
Itypical university and I fee 
[that by getting involve' 
[and trying to improvi 
[student life is the quick-| 
[est way to put Armstronj 
[on the map. The students] 
[here deserve a group o 
[elected officers that kno' 
[how to get the job done] 
[and listen to their ideas, 
[feel as if I'm a key part i 




ord out about new activi-| 
ies. We all have the right tc 
now what is going on, and l| 
ope that these students will| 
ut their trust in me to supply 
hem with the information asl 
I receive it about any upcom-| 
jng activities or changes to be 
ade around campus." 
Photos of Larissa Robinson 
and Ty Slater provided by 
their repsected campaigns 
All other photos by 
Hannah Osterheld 
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Multiple attempts were made to reach all officer candidates; those not featured 
prominently did not respond to calls or e-mails made by Inkwell reporters. 
Coverage in this special section of The Inkwell is meant to be informative to voters in 




Ty Slater m 
Sophomore and political sci- |student body is kept...I have a 
ence major Ty Slater is running great report with the presidents 
for SGA Treasurer on a platform of fraternities and sororities." 
of responsibly managing the or- Slater also says that serving on 
ganizational budget. the SGA requires a measure of 
"I have professional experi- humility in face of the fact that 
ence managing six-figure bud- the student body has entrusted 
gets after working for my fa- you with such responsibilities, 
ther's trucking company. I know "On Jan. 16 at a CUB meet-
how to manage money and how ing I spoke before the board and 
to keep a fiscally responsible members and I denounced any 
budget." .'separation between my elected 
Slater has been involved with positions and the students of 
the SGA for the past year and AASU. Because I felt we as lead-
feels it is this connectipn with > ers mustn't tout our positions as 
the organization that makes something that makes us better 
him well suited to serve as trea- /than our peers but honor and 
surer. / respect the role that our fellow 
"My relationship with the/ classmates have so privileged us 
SGA as a Senator on the student to represent them in." 
conference support committee, "I feel that in this economic 
and community service and stu- hardship that all of us are feeling, 
dent service committees have /that the student body of AASU 
allowed me to harness a good A needs someone whom will go to 
relationship with my peers. iSwork everyday for them because 
work closely with the executiveH/I already do." 
members and senators, to en-' 
sure that the best interest of the 
Zerik Samples^ 
Samples, a respiratory therapy Additionally, Samples has ap-
major said that he believes that, if : plied his monetary management 
elected, he posseses the skills nee-® s]dlls to other campus organiza-
essary to "insure that the tradition , tions as well. "I have been man-
of A rmstrong Atlantic State Uni- aging the Gospel choir's portion 
versity's monetary recommenda- Qf the budget from '08- '09 and 
tions and allocations are carried prepared the Gospel Choir's bud-
out in the manner that best fits get for'09-T0.1 have also assisted 
the student body, as well as meets Qur Homecoming chair with man-
the requirements and stipulations aging the 2009 Homecoming bud-
that are needed for accuracy and get, and assisted with allocations 
precision." for many other events." 
Samples, a sophomore, cites Samples is familiar with the 
his work experience outside of the inner workings of the SGA, having 
SGA as grounds for qualification already served as a senator for the 
for the office. past year. He feels this solidifies 
"I am currently employed as ai his qualification for the treasurer 
night auditor at a Marriott Mar- \ position. 
quis, an international hotel chain V "I have been a SGA senator 
in Savannah, GA. As Night audi- \for a year. In our active senate, I 
tor I assure that our company serve as a member of the student 
has a balance receipt on a nightly services, alumni relation commit-
basis, as well as prepare financial tees, and I am The President Pro 
document to verify the accuracy Tempore for both SGA and CUB. 
of my report. But more important, 0^7 am aiso currently the Gospel 
I believe, currently working thegchoir treasurer, Assistant Chair 
budgets at hand, and not other Hkpr Homecoming '09, a Navigate 
six-figure professional budgets, Reader for '08 and '09, and a AASU 
allots me a great deal of on-hand Ambassador." 
experience." 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
March 5-6: The AASU Masquers theatre troupe debuts the first of three original play scripts chosen for production in its second annual Coastal Empire New 
Play Festival at 7:30 p.m. in AASU's University Hall ror 11157 on campus. Admission is free and open to the public. Call (912) 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
weekdays for information. 
March 6: AMT presents Ryan Burd, percussion, in his graduation recital at 2:30 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is free. Call (912) 344-2801 from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays, for information. 
March 10: The Savannah Winds, community wind symphony in residence at AASU, performs in concert at 7:30 p.m. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Fes­
tive marches, patriotic favorites, and art music of the vast and rich wind ensemble repertoire are all possibilities when this band hits the stage. General admis­
sion $14. Call (912) 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays, for ticketing information. 
March 11: CUB presents comedian Big Sean Larkin, at a time and venue to be determined. 
'The Collaboration Models' showcase 
variety of talents at fashion show fundraiser 
Students learn self-confidence through modeling 
By Jenny Lambeth 
Staff Reporter 
On a Friday night — Feb. 
27, to be exact — the cafeteria 
in the Memorial College Cen­
ter (MCC) was transformed 
into a runway for The Collab­
oration Models (CM) fashion 
show, "Your Official Guide to 
Swagger." 
The show was the CM's 
first since February 2008, 
when the NAACP sponsored 
the organization's inaugural 
fashion show. 
Melissa Williams, a gradu­
ate student at Armstrong 
Atlantic State University 
(AASU) and the president of 
CM, founded the organiza­
tion to assist students with 
building self-confidence. 
"As you are walking on 
campus, you see people with 
their heads down looking at 
the ground. [Their] confi­
dence level isn't quite what 
it needs to be. We teach all 
of those things—confidence, 
smiling, etiquette and pro­
fessionalism," Williams said. 
"It gives the girls an oppor­
tunity to come out of their 
shells." 
In addition to helping build 
the self-esteem and poise of 
young girls, Williams said 
she is "doing something I 
love and bringing something 
new to AASU." 
"Swagger" was sponsored 
by local area businesses and 
featured a variety of perfor­
mances not directly related 
to fashion. The Ladies of Es­
sence steppers, the Allure 
Dancers, and break dancer 
Bryan Fleming all per­
formed, and the event also 
featured campaign speeches 
from the candidates running 
for Student Government As­
sociation (SGA) positions in 
March. 
The modeling was complex 
and featured choreographed 
numbers that mixed acting, 
dancing and posing within 
the actual modeling of the 
clothes. 
The fashion element of 
- the show featured six differ­
ent genres of clothing that 
ranged from retro-inspired 
looks to color-coded ensem­
bles, as well as swimsuits and 
a denim category. 
The last category was 
dubbed "Futuristic" and 
highlighted outfits created 
by the models. The outfits 
were composed of a variety 
of atypical items, such as 
aluminum foil, safety pins, 
plastic bags and magazine 
clippings. Chelsea Jackson, 
a sophomore and one of the 
models, explained the "Fu­
turistic" category: "You can 
make fashion and your own 
style out of anything." 
Audience member Aghley 
Griffin stated that her favor­
ite portion of the show was 
the "Futuristic" category. 
Griffin attended the show 
last February and thought 
Friday night's show to also 
be a success. 
"They should do another 
one," Griffin suggested. 
Williams plans to continue 
producing more shows in the 
future. 
"There will be another ma­
jor show in October 2009. 
Our plan is to do a major 
show every semester," she 
said. 
"Swagger" hosted about 
180 people and raised over 
$400 as a fundraiser for the 
newly founded organization. 
The money is being raised 
for CM's start-up costs and 
to cover the expenses of the 
show. 
"And to get T-shirts," Wil­
liams added. 
The next show featuring 
CM will be a breast cancer 
awareness fashion show on 
April 4. 
For students, who want to 
know more about how to get 
involved with CM, a meeting 
is scheduled for March 30 
at the Compass Point Club­
house at 7 p.m. 
All th e Collaboration Models pose for the grand finale wearing dresses from the future 
at the Feb. 27 fashion show. 
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The Collaboration Models surprise and wow the crowd with a step routine. 
Photos by Hannah Oesterheld | 
Alicia M., "T-N-T" of The Collaboration Mod­
els, poses in a dress from the future. She is 
one of the crowd favorites. 
The Collaboration Models show their guide to beachwear. 
Danyelle, or "Blaq Barbie," cracks a smile for 
the crowd while posing in blue jeans. 
Savannah Winds to perform 
at Fine Arts Auditorium 
Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre 
Savannah's Cultural Center on the South side 
Courtesy of AASU'S 
Department of Art, Music and 
Theater 
The Savannah Winds com­
munity wind symphony will 
hold its first concert of the 
spring semester at Arm­
strong Atlantic State Univer­
sity's (AASU) Fine Arts Au­
ditorium on Tuesday, March 
10. 
Hie Savannah Winds are 
made up of musicians from 
the greater Savannah area 
who come together to bring 
another dimension of culture 
to the Armstrong campus, 
playing a wide variety of mu­
sic at a very high level. 
AASU's music department 
hosts the organization, and 
one of their goals is to identify 
young musicians who would 
benefit from a music-related 
scholarship to the university. 
The ensemble consists of stu­
dents and teachers from col­
leges and high schools alike, 
as well as military members 
and people from across the 
Savannah community. They 
come together musically be­
cause of the increased op­
portunities to grow, practice, 
and perform. 
This is the first of two con­
certs the Savannah Winds are 
scheduled to perform at the 
Fine Arts Auditorium dur­
ing the spring semester. The 
second concert, which will be 
held on Saturday, April 26, 
is the group's annual "Ed & 
Friends" Pops concert. 
General 
admission 






a.m. and 3:00 
p.m. 
ling 
March 12-15 The Lieutenant oflnishmore by Martin McDonagh 
McDonagh's Olivier Award winning dark comedy centers on Padraic, a crazed man so 
violent even the IRA would not have him. But Padraic does have one soft spot in his 
heart - for his cat - which naturally makes the feline an assassination target. While no 
animals are harmed in this production, you may laugh until it hurts. 
Jenkins Hall Black Box Theater, 7:30 p.m. Audience discretion is advised. 
April 2-5 AUMySons by Arthur Miller 1947 Tony Award Best Play Winner 
Miller's WWII era tragedy is an emotionally dramatic examination of social and family 
responsibility that evokes sympathy and compassion through issues of moral conflict 
that still resound with 21st century American audiences. 
Jenkins Hall Black Box Theater, 7:30 p.m. Audience discretion is advised. 
Advance tickets Available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, or by phone 344.2801 
Online at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales html 
General Admission: $10; discounts available 
Limited seating. Advance ticketing is highly recommended. 
Funded by Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Government Association 
Connect Savannah is the media sponsor for the Masquers CJpnriGct 
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Street Fighter' should've stayed 
on the Super Nintendo 
'Street Fighter: 
Legend of Chun-Li' 
By Joseph Peters 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
arts.inkwell(a)gmaj|com 
There haven't been many 
actively bad movies over the 
last decade. There have been 
mediocre movies, to be sure, 
and there have been mov­
ies that probably shouldn't 
have been made. But a movie 
that is simply very, very low-
quality from start to finish? 
That s not just unheard 
that's almost impossible. 
And then, along came 
"Street Fighter: Legend of 
Chun-Li, which has more 
problems than a two-hour 
block of "The Real World." 
The plot of the story re­
volves around Chun-Li (Kris-
of, 
tin Kreuk), whose father is 
kidnapped by an evil crime 
syndicate within the first to 
minutes. Chun-Li then em­
barks on a quest for justice, 
meeting up with Gen (Robin 
Shou) and learning ^11 about 
the mysterious Order of the 
Web. 
It's important to note here 
that, as generic as the plot 
is, this did not have to be a-
bad movie. The script is ter­
rible. Much of the movie is 
narrated by Kreuk's Chun-
Li, but her narration is not 
snappy or sassy or sexy or, 
really, anything. She sounds 
sad throughout, actually, as 
though she's pretty sure that 
taking this role ruined her 
entire career. 
The actual acting is atro­
cious, and there's not a single 
person on the screen that's 
enjoyable to watch. Neal Mc-
Donough's performance as 
crime lord Bison is as generic 
as they come, right down 
to the hilariously "evil" ac­
cent. Tvhe relatively unknown 
Asian actors in the movie, 
such as Josie Ho (as Can-
tana) and Shou, are passable 
but unspectacular. 
Finally, Chris Klein makes 
his triumphant return to the 
screen as INTERPOL agent 
Charlie Nash, and his in­
ability to act may be the high 
point of this movie. The mo­
ment Klein steps onto the 
screen and opens his mouth, 
the character of Nash loses 
all credibility. He spends the 
rest of the movie trying to 
get it back, but it never re­
ally happens, and for Klein— 
whose high point was being 
the worst part of "American 
Pie"—this is the kind of per­
formance that could end a 
career. It is that bad. 
The action in the movie 
is all right, but it's nothing 
special, and it's certainly not 
worth sitting through the silly 
dialogue, atrocious plot and 
emotionless shots that popu­
late this movie. I wouldn't 
even recommend this movie 
to fans of the video game. 
tm 
Photos by Hank Sharp 
Candidates for 2009 Homecoming Queen pose for 
pictures during halftime of Saturday's men's basket­
ball game against Lander. Clockwise from top left: 
Javelle Johnson and Tray Bryant; Claudia LaRosa and 
Luis Justiano; Brandy and Jay Williams; and Zerick 
Samples and Alexis Pope. 








violence and martial 
arts action and 
some sensuality 
One out of five 
. 
DVD Releases for 
March 5 
Compiled by Joseph Peters 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
arts.inkwell@gmail.com 
"Milk" (Rated R) 
Starring Sean.Penn, Josh Brolin 
and James Franco 
The true story of California's first 
openly gay elected official, Harvey 
Milk. 
Available March 10 on Blu-Ray 
and DVD 
"Rachel Getting Married" (Rated 
R) 
Starring Anne Hathaway and 
Rosemarie DeWitt 
After being in and out of rehab 
for 10 years, a young woman returns 
home for her sister's wedding 




"Role Models" (Unrated DVD) 
Starring Seann William Scott and 
Paul Rudd 
* Two out-of-control energy-drink 
reps mentor children: worst idea 
ever. 
Available March 10 on Blu-Ray 
and DVD 
Writing that is simply too simple 
Book Review of 'Up High in the Trees' 
by Kiara Brinkman 
By Sky Alexandra Mitsch 
Staff Reporter 
T" 
High in the Trees," 
but novel from Kiara 
nan, should be called 
[igh and Dry in the 
' because it is insuffer-
ird to read due to over-
fied language, 
istian Lane, the nar-
is an eight-year-old, 
c child with a very dif-
way of looking at life, 
deeply misunderstood 
qually loved by those 
1 him. His life quickly 
es a strange saga when 
loved mother dies and 
I his family are thrown 
turbulent, intense 
dng. 
istian's father takes 
mt to their summer-
and wallows in despair 
;ing his' free-spirited 
His older brother and 
are left at home togeth-
gather their emotions. 
f conflict runs high 
ing the family's loss. 
:ian is practically left 
at the summerhouse to 
nplate pressing ques-
regarding his mothers 
d what life means. 
;reas most people think 
•ds, Sebastian thinks in 
n and color. This tech-
creates a vivid pictona 
throughout the story, 
sentences are simp e 
ie extensive imagery 
t Instead of being wri 
equentially, the book 
itten circularly: going 
and forth between the 
tmid the recol lect ion 
This book can be found in hardback at Barnes & Noble for $23. 
of past memories. To Brink-
man's credit, this technique 
closely mimics how the hu­
man mind thinks, giving the 
reader an authentic, personal 
experience. 
A convention of this book 
is its grammatical incorrect­
ness: it is devoid of quotation 
marks, despite frequent con­
versation among characters. 
The author uses the word 
"okay" to describe everything 
from how people are feeling 
to agreements* between par­
ties. The narrator talks about 
how he gets into bed beside 
his father, but instead of 
getting any description, the 
narrator says simply, "It was 
okay to go to sleep now." 
"Okay" is not a real word, 
yet minimal use is generally 
acceptable in fiction. Brink-
man uses this word inces­
santly and awkwardly on 
every other page. Saying that 
the grammar in this book is 
not impressive would be gen­
erous. 
The first few pages of "Up 
High in the Trees" may in­
spire interest because it is 
written in a manner very 
different from other books. 
However, once readers look 
past the poor grammar, they 
will find a flimsy plot that 
could easily be summarized 
in one paragraph. "Up High 
in the Trees" is difficult to 
follow and insubstantial. One 
wonders while reading, and 
more so afterwards, what the 
author's purpose in writing 
this novel could have been. 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Of sociopolitical 
• units 
7 Beaver project 
10 How 'bout that! 
1 4 borealis 
15 NASA's ISS 
partner 
16 Carried out 
17 Reflections 
18 $5 bill 




21 Hindu mystics 
24 _ Plaines, IL 
25 Hackneyed 
27 Conservationist 
29 A realistic goal 
31 Learning inst. 
34 Cleaning cloths 
35 Caspian feeder 
38 Speed up faster 
40 Aircraft engine 
enclosure 
43 Wanes 
44 Mall event 
45 Hankering 
46 Standing as 
proof of 
51 Boo shouter 
53 Pinball miscues 
57 Cape , MA 
58 Value highly 
60 British trunk 
61 Watch face 
63 Besmirch 
64 Burning 
66 Razor choice 
67 Had a bite 
68 Planting device 








3 Teheran native 





7 Mars with graffiti 
8 "I, Robot" author 
1 2 3 4 5 
' 7 
8 
' m " 
11 12 13 
14 
,s is 
17 1 " 1 1 20 • 22 23 • " 
25 26 _ • 27 28 
29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 
43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 1 
51 52 • 53 54 55 56 
57 58 S8 • 60 
61 62 • 63 |64 65 
66 . as 67 68 
69 
70 71 
© 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 










13 Leavening agent 
22 Use a scale 
23 Express sorrow 
26 Light tan 
28 Sticking stuff ' 
30 Possesses 
31 Guitarist Walsh 
32 Kind of cap 
33 Swiss rescue 
worker? 
36 Tavern brew 
37 Dykstra or 
Deighton 
39 Invitation abbr. 
40 Mother-of-pearl 
41 Boxing great 
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i O o 9 IAI a 3 i S 3 4 N N V 
s 1 i 1 i y 3 s 1 y d y n s 
•l^lu N 1 0 N a a i A 3 mm 
N a A • a 1 V S S 9 9 a 
a a 1 a 0 V N H s n ti ± n 0 
i V d n S O V u • S H r 
lima i 9 V A a 1 H 0 vHl 
1 s 1 9 O a O 0 a 3 i i d i 
s a a s i IAI V M s 0 N 0 N 
V a v N 1 a s a 9 V IAI 1 
a N o a v S a V y O d n V 
A V s i IAI V a 1 V 9 1 y 1 
48 Depressing in 54 Burdens 
character 
49 Landed manor 
50 Edible viscera of 
fowl 
51 Egypt's Anwar 
52 Make one 
55 Actress Marisa 
56 Severe 
59 Big glob 
62 Vegas 
65 Charge for 
service 
I: t. 
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HAS YOURCOmPUTER 
SLOWED TO HOLT? 





and White Bluff 
next to Uideo Bobs. 
11 East DeRenne Avenue 
CALL TODfiY! 912-692-1122 
Residential • Commercial • Free Computer 
Diagnostic/Estimate • Wireless network Setup 
DROP-OFF 
SYSTEM RESTORE 
We will backup your data, reformat 
your hard drive and reinstall your 
operating system! 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts. Expires 4/10/09 
DROP-OFF 
VIRUS REMOVAL 
We'll remove viruses, adware, 
spyware and install software to help 
prevent it from happening again! 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts. Expires 4/10/09. 







VII RUS REMOVAL 
We will remove virus's/adware 
spyware and install software to help 
prevent it from happening again. 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts. Expires 4/10/09. 









"picture Me Free sessions 
RECORD YOUR DEMO FOR. ONLY 4*° 
S>tereo Reform, 
Machine Fu.̂ vfe 
a tribute to 
widespread "parJic 
OPBN MIC NI^H-T 
Your 33 "&1 acle Angels 
Scflry River, 
bcuA,ley 
'HAPRf H-OW.1R DATLy 4PM-JPM 
Si r>O.MFS7ie WNTS 
SZ.50 WELL LIC2KORLS 
Caring for Savannah's 




Dr. Steven Marlay, DVM 
• Convenient Location 
• Full Sendee Hospital 
• Large Boarding Facilities witfi Outdoor Runs 
• Drop-off & Pickup Times 7 Days a Week 
800 Ash St 
Located off Wheaton 
(912) 232-1741 
V P^PW<KI MT#*UV vPliiilsiifiN N4bll & 
aft 
For Students, Faculty, and Staff 
Every Tuesday 5PM-8PM 
Oglethorpe Mall Food Court 
Buy an entree, get an entree FREE! 
Entrees include Chick-fiUF Qikhen Saatadk, S Nuggets, 13 Strips 
Join The Club and Receive Rewards 
Receive reward points for every 
dollar you spend on service and 
retail, lifetime membership of $15. 




Hours of Operation: 
Tuesday- Thursday - lOAm to SPm 
Friday - lOAm to 6Pm 
Saturday - TO Am to 5Pm 
We Ac cept: 





. WELL A 
1040 King George Bivd 
Suite 50 
Savannah, Ga 31419 
Phone: 912-920-2550 
Web: www.newattitudeshairstudio.com 
lite-
